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QUESTION 1: How is global warming affecting the carbon cycle?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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greenhouse effect     insolation     carbon dioxide     infrared radiation     double bond


decomposition     calcium carbonate     fossil fuels     combustion     carbonic acid     ice cap.    albedo     


positive feedback     deforestation    soot     permafrost     tipping point     “hothouse Earth”
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GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
1) Why does the presence of carbon dioxide in a planet’s atmosphere have a warming effect?

2) How is carbon naturally cycled between Earth’s atmosphere and materials beneath its surface?

3) Why might global warming be unstoppable if we don’t quickly take action to reduce carbon emissions?


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

- “US and Saudi Arabia Blocking Regulation of Geoengineering, Sources Say” - Jonathan Watts, 
TheGuardian.com, 3/18/19


- “Great Strides for Carbon Capture Using Earth-Abundant Elements as Photocatalytic System” - 
ScienceDaily.com, 11/30/18


- “Coral Reef Experiment Shows: Acidification from Carbon Dioxide Slows Growth” - ScienceDaily.com, 
3/14/18


- “Polar Vortex: How the Jet Stream and Climate Change Bring on Cold Snaps” - Bob Berwyn, 
InsideClimateNews.org, 2/2/2018


- “Transparent Solar Technology Represents 'Wave of the Future’” - ScienceDaily.com, 10/23/17
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http://ScienceDaily.com
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QUESTION 2: How is widespread fertilizer use affecting the nitrogen cycle?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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supernova      outgassing     atmospheric nitrogen     triple bond     nitrogenous base     amino acid


nitrogen fixation     nitrogen-fixing bacteria     nitrification     nitrifying bacteria     assimilation     runoff


denitrification     algal bloom     eutrophication     oxygen depletion     decomposition     aerobic respiration
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GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
1) Where did the nitrogen in Earth’s atmosphere come from?

2) Why is nitrogen a gas except at very cold temperatures?

3) Why is access to nitrogen important to living things?

4) How do different bacteria enable plants and animals to access nitrogen?

5) How can the use of fertilizer to grow crops cause oxygen levels in nearby waterways to decrease?


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

- “Fertilizers, a Boon to Agriculture, Pose Growing Threat to U.S. Waterways” - Tatiana Schlossberg, 
NYTimes.com, 7/27/17


- “The Terrestrial Nitrogen Cycle” - ScienceLearn.org.nz (https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/14-
the-terrestrial-nitrogen-cycle)
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http://NYTimes.com
http://ScienceLearn.org.nz
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/14-the-terrestrial-nitrogen-cycle
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/14-the-terrestrial-nitrogen-cycle


QUESTION 3: How can we sustainably solve the problem of global malnourishment?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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Thomas Malthus     overpopulation     carrying capacity     erosion     topsoil     monoculture


crop rotation     biomass pyramid     vertical farming     drip irrigation     artificial meat     growth serum
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GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
1) How is the nature of food waste different in developing vs. developed countries?

2) Why is raising livestock for human consumption an inefficient use of resources?

3) What are the benefits and challenges of alternatives to raising livestock for human consumption?

4) What are the benefits and challenges of growing crops using vertical farms?
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:


- “Watch: This Futuristic Vertical Farm Would Farm Fish, Bugs and Plants in the Middle of the City” - 
BusinessInsider.co.za, 3/25/19


- “What the Green New Deal Will Mean for Your Hamburger” - Jan Dutkiewicz, TheGuardian.com, 3/7/19
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http://BusinessInider.co.za
http://TheGuardian.com


QUESTION 4: How is atmospheric nitrogen used to make fertilizer?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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fractional distillation     pressure     catalyst     coefficient


ammonia     nitrogen monoxide     nitrous oxide     nitric acid     ammonium nitrate





GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
1) How is nitrogen separated from other gases in the air?

2) How is nitrogen used to make ammonia?

3) What factors are important to consider when trying to control chemical reactions?

4) How can you determine whether a chemical equation is balanced or not?


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:


- “Bacteria Engineered to Create Fertilizer Out of Thin Air” - ScienceDaily.com, 7/18/18


- “Producing Fertilizer from Air Could be Five Times as Efficient” - ScienceDaily.com, 5/15/17
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http://ScienceDaily.com
http://ScienceDaily.com


QUESTION 5: What are the ethical and political implications of emerging biotechnologies?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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bioethics     germ-line genetic engineering    “designer baby”     genetic discrimination     informed consent     


cloning     surrogate mother     socioeconomic inequality     abortion     viability     embryo     fetus


consciousness     terminal illness     conflict of interest     euthanasia     physician-assisted suicide
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GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
1) Is it ethical to clone animal or human cells, and if yes, under what circumstances?

2) How should access to genetic information be regulated?

3) How should our ability to genetically modify human embryos be regulated?

4) Is abortion ethical, and if yes, under what circumstances?

5) Is animal testing ethical, and if yes, under what circumstances?

6) Should terminally ill patients have the right to ask a doctor to help them kill themselves?


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

- “Death on Demand: Has Euthanasia Gone Too Far?” - Christopher de Bellaigue, TheGuardian.com, 1/18/19


- “Most People of European Ancestry Can Be Identified From a Relative’s DNA” - Sarah Zhang, 
TheAtlantic.com, 10/11/18


- “Barbra Streisand’s Dog Cloning is a Modern Tragedy. Pets are Meant to Die” - Stuart Heritage, 
TheGuardian.com, 3/2/18
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http://TheGuardian.com
http://TheAtlantic.com
http://TheGuardian.com


QUESTION 6: How is a clone created and stimulated to develop into an organism?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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gene     chromosome     karyotype     enucleation     somatic cell nuclear transfer     mitosis     cyclin     


centriole     spindle fiber     prophase     metaphase     anaphase     telophase     cytokinesis


differentiation     specialization     gene expression     transcription factor     HOX genes
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GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
1) How is the first cell of a human clone created?

2) Why must a cell’s chromosomes be duplicated before mitosis (cell division)?

3) How do cyclins control the process of mitosis?

4) How do the first cells of an organism differentiate to become many different types of cells?


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

- “Researchers Create First Stem Cells Using CRISPR Genome Activation” - ScienceDaily.com, 1/18/18


- “Cloning” - Genetic Science Learning Center (https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/cloning/)
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http://ScienceDaily.com
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/cloning/


QUESTION 7: What makes a genetic disease a good candidate for gene therapy?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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in vivo     ex vivo     mutation     gene augmentation therapy     gene inhibition therapy     vector     integration     


protein     cystic fibrosis     sickle cell anemia     hemoglobin     Wilson’s disease


Down syndrome     trisomy     nondisjunction
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GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
5) Why is gene augmentation therapy enough to treat cystic fibrosis but not sickle cell anemia?

6) Why isn’t Down syndrome a good candidate for gene therapy?

7) What are the benefits and challenges of using viruses as vectors for gene therapy?


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

- “Gene Therapy Targets Sickle-Cell Disease” - Anna Nowogrodzki, Nature.com, 12/12/18


- “Design of a Promising Gene Therapy Method to Treat Wilson's Disease” - EurekAlert.org, 5/16/17


- “Gene Therapy” - Genetic Science Learning Center (https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/genetherapy/)
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http://nature.com
http://EurekAlert.org
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/genetherapy/


QUESTION 8: How can viruses integrate genetic information into a host cell’s genome?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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bacteriophage     lytic cycle     lysogenic cycle     receptors     replication     assembly     integration


genome     host     human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)    auto-immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)


CD4 cells     retrovirus     reverse transcriptase     integrase
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GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
1) Why might it benefit a virus to enter the lysogenic cycle of reproduction as opposed to the lytic cycle?

2) How are HIV and AIDS related?

3) What role does reverse transcriptase play in an HIV infection?


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

- “H.I.V. Is Reported Cured in a Second Patient, a Milestone in the Global AIDS Epidemic” - Apoorva 
Mandavilli, NYTimes.com, 3/4/19


- “Biologists Discover How Viruses Hijack Cell's Machinery” - ScienceDaily.com, 1/12/17
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http://NYTimes.com
http://ScienceDaily.com


QUESTION 9: What might alien life look like, and where might we find it?


VOCABULARY: 

DIAGRAMS: 
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meteorite     asteroid     genetic information     self-replicating     compressible     transcription factor     


enzyme     translation     ribosome     nucleotide     nitrogenous base     hachimoji DNA     silicon-based life     


transit method     habitable zone     expolanet     gravity     atmospheric composition     Fermi paradox









GUIDING QUESTIONS: 
1) What does a cell need in order to reliably copy itself?

2) What enables a molecule like DNA to serve as a template for its own replication?

3) What makes carbon the “element of life,” and can any other elements fill that role?

4) What challenges do scientists face in using the transit method to detect exoplanets and exomoons?

5) What makes a planet habitable, other than its closeness to the nearest star?
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

- “Neptune’s Moon Triton Is Destination of Proposed NASA Mission” - David W. Brown, NYTimes.com, 
3/19/19


- “Here's Why Alien Life, Habitable Worlds Might Be Found Near 'Goldilocks' Stars” - IBTimes.com, 3/13/19


- “Possibility of Silicon-Based Life Grows” - AstroBio.net, 2/8/17
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http://NYTimes.com
http://IBTimes.com
http://AstroBio.net

